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Automatic Baling Systems for Staple Fibers & Tow 
from the Fiber Line to Bale Dispatch

excerpt of references

AUTEFA Solutions is the global market leader 

in the field of fully automatic bale packing 

systems for staple fiber and tow. AUTEFA 

Solutions offers the entire range from fi-

ber transport to the baler, as well as bale 

transport and storage of the finally pressed, 

wrapped and strapped bales in bale ware-

houses. 

Today, a fully automated baling process with 

bale transport directly to the warehouse 

has become utmost essential, as due to the 

growing capacities of fiber lines, manual 

packing of bales would be impossible with-

out massive use of labor and space.

Highest efficiency of fiber production is only 

granted by consequent automation of the 

complete final stage of the fiber line.

Our system consists of single modules that 

can be combined – based on the specific 

project requirements – to achieve complete 

and optimal solutions.

Permanent development and innovation of 

tried and tested modules guarantee a state 

of the art technical standard and a high 

availability.

The continuously automated baling system 
provides many advantages:
 . Very economical due to reduction of operation and 
production costs
 . High availability – up to 99 %
 . Central control of the entire installation
 . Complete solution from one supplier
 . Step-by-step automation is possible due to the 
modular design
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Automatic Bale Wrapping & Strapping 
Intra Wrap & Intra Power Wrap

Dependent on the specification, two alterna-

tives are available for automatic wrapping 

and strapping: Intra Wrap and Intra Power 

Wrap. Both wrapping systems work with the 

3-sheet-wrapping.

Since 1988 more than 120 staple fiber lines 

have been automated with the Intra Wrap 

packing system. There is no other auto-

matic wrapping and strapping system that 

is used equally often. Capacities of approx. 

30-32 bales/h are achieved with Intra Wrap 

and different wrapping materials can be 

used, e.g. PE-film or PP-woven.

Intra Power Wrap is a further development 

of this fully automatic wrapping and strap-

ping system and thus also an answer on the 

increasing demands regarding baling press 

technology caused by the new high capacity 

fiber lines.

Common advantages of Intra Wrap and 
Intra Power Wrap
 . Reliable protection of the fibers against any kind 
of contamination during transport or intermediate 
storage – due to a consistently high wrapping quality
 . Lower packing costs compared to conventional kinds 
of wrapping and strapping
 . Two alternatives for the strapping material: 
steel band and PET band
 . Reduced freight costs are achieved by an optimized 
container loading due to constant bale sizes 
according to the ISO standards
 . High availability

The essential features are:
 . High capacity 
up to approx. 40 bales/h (at the moment the most 
efficient automatic wrapping and strapping system 
worldwide!)
 . Lower packing costs 
using PE film packing costs can be reduced even 
further compared to Intra Wrap
 . Lower investment costs 
compared to Intra Wrap, but equal compared to two 
semi-automatic balers. In case of 500 t balers investment 
costs for the fully automatic baler are even lower
 . Lower building costs 
due to lower space requirements
 . Corresponds to the regulations of the EU for the 
recycling of packing material

Intra Wrap and Intra Power Wrap are inte-

grated in Lift Box and Uni Box balers. By 

using the Intra Power Wrap in a Uni Box 

installation an increase in flexibility results 

for the fiber producer. Depending on how 

many fiber lines – one or several – should 

be automated, AUTEFA Solutions offers two 

concepts:

 . Lift Box/Intra (Power) Wrap for the automation of 
one high capacity fiber line
 . Uni Box/Intra (Power) Wrap for the automation of 
several fiber lines

Both concepts grant a high capacity com-

bined with a high availability and are suit-

able for step-by-step extension to a com-

plete system.
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Automation 
of several Staple Fiber Lines – Uni-Box

Automation 
of one Staple Fiber Line – Lift-Box

The Lift Box offers three alternatives:
 . Semi-automatic baler – suitable for trouble-free 
automation later on
 . Fully automatic baler
 . “Compound baler“ = two semi-automatic balers as 
alternative to the fully automatic baler

The currently biggest fiber lines with capaci-

ties of more than 220 t/day can be automat-

ed by a Lift Box baler with Intra Power Wrap. 

It is possible to equip the basic design with 

any module required for fiber production:

 . Feeding – either pneumatic or gravity
 . Bale weighing 
  Fiber push-in with integrated weigher 
  Batch weigher 
  Batch weigher with fine dosing unit

 . Pre-presses with a pressing force of 25-50 t
 . Main presses with a pressing force of 150-600 t
 . Connection to the automatic bale transport system

With a Uni Box it is possible to compress 

staple fibers and/or tow alternatively or par-

allel and to wrap and strap the bales by only 

one automatic system. A further advantage 

of both wrapping systems is that the single 

Lift Box baling presses as well as the Uni Box 

installations can be automated later on.

The currently biggest Uni Box baling system 

in the world is processing fiber from twelve 

fiber lines. Nevertheless the fibers are not 

mixed as:

 . Each fiber line is assigned to a different pre-press
 . Pre-pressing of the fibers is only effected in the 
containers exclusively assigned to a certain pre-press

 . Each container is recognized by the control of the 
main press, specific data of the fiber is stored and the 
containers are returned to the preset pre-press after 
pressing

An automation by Uni Box/Intra Wrap offers 
numerous advantages:
 . Reduction of overhead expenses by 
 Lower personnel costs 
 Lower wrapping costs
 . High total capacity with only one automatic 
main press
 . No mixing of different fiber types
 . Step-by-step extension possible due to 
modular design
 . Combined installations for staple fibers and tow 
possible due to modular design
 . Central control and data administration of all 
fiber lines
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Automation of Tow Installations 
Tow Plaiters & Balers

Various technological requirements render 

the automation of tow installations a very 

demanding task. According to the specific 

requirements AUTEFA Solutions provides 

specialized equipment for:

 . Converter-Tow
 . Compact-Tow
 . Acetat-Tow (cigarette tow)

An automation of the entire process from the 

tow plaiter to the bale transport is possible 

due to the modular design.

Besides the specific characteristics of each 
product the single components have several 
common features:
 . Tow plaiter 
The tow is plaited in moveable containers. The 
plaiting procedure can be controlled on all three axes 
individually. Additionally the tow quantity can be 
programmed during the plaiting motion by means of 
the patented control system “Profiling”. The plaiting 
quality is additionally optimized by automatically 
keeping the distance between the plaiting funnel 
and the tow surface constant. Thus the often 
high demands regarding precise tow plating are 
completely satisfied.

 . Container transport 
The full container is transported into the press by 
the container transport system after the automatic 
container exchange full-empty

 . Baling press 
With fully automatic wrapping and strapping system 
Intra-(Power)-Wrap

 . Connection to an automatic bale transport system



Highest efficiency of a fiber line can only be 

achieved by consequent automation of the 

complete final stage of fiber production. 

AUTEFA Solutions modular system allows 

to automate certain sections step-by-step, 

finally resulting in a fully automatic baling 

system.

After wrapping and strapping AUTEFA 
Solutions offers the following steps in the 
automated process:
 . Moisture measuring (if required)
 . Bale weighing 
 . Labeling
 . Sorting and pre-stacking

The pre-stacker identifies the bale data 

relevant for storing, sorts the bales according 

to this data and stacks them in such a way 

that they can be stored-in by the storage and 

retrieval unit or by the storage robot.

 . Storing-in
 . Storing-out
 . Control

 Central control of all transport and 
warehouse components
 Executes the entire warehouse 
administration as well as the data exchange with 
superior control systems
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Automatically 
from the Baler to Bale Dispatch

Automation 
of the Bale Warehouse

Optimal utilization of storage areas
 .  Storage robots or storage & retrieval units have lower 
manipulation space requirements than fork lift trucks

Lower operational costs
 . Considerably reduced personnel costs
 . Less overhead expenses for illumination and heating

Automatic warehouse administration
 . Central control, coordination and supervision of all 
internal automatic processes
 . Storing-in according to qualities and sorts
 . Additional quality criteria can also be assigned after 
storing-in
 . Statistics regarding stock – storing-in (production) – 
storing-out (dispatch) according to qualities and sorts 
are accessible at any time
 . No warehouse personnel required – no human faults
 . Permanent data exchange between ware house 
administration computer and superior host computer

Depending on the requirements and specifi-

cations AUTEFA Solutions supplies high bay 

storage and bloc storage systems. Both sys-

tems have numerous advantages in common:
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